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than the problem furnished by the salt deposits. Here, now,

are these biny springs welling out of this Upper New Red

Sandstone of central England, -springs whose waters were

employed in making salt two thousand years ago, and which

still throw up that mineral at the rate of a thousand tons apiece

weekly, without sign of diminution in either their volume or

their degree of saturation! At Stoke Prior, about three miles

to the east of Droitwich, a shaft of four hundred and sixty

feet has been sunk in the Upper New Red, and four beds of

rock-salt passed through, the united thickness of which amount

to eighty-five feet. Nor does this comprise the entire thick.

ness, as the lower bed, though penetrated to the depth of thirty

feet, has not been perforated. In the salt-mines of Cheshire,

the beds are of still greater thickness, -an upper bed measur

ing in depth seventy-eight feet, and an under bed, to which no

bottom has yet been found, a hundred and twenty feet. And

in Poland and Spain there occur salt deposits on a larger scale

still. The saliferous district of Cordova, for instance, has its

solid hills of rock-salt, which nearly equal in height and bulk

Arthur's Seat taken from the level of Holyrood House. How,

I inquired, beside the fiat steaming cauldrons, as I marked the

white crystals arranging their facets at the bottom,-bow

were these mighty deposits formed in the grand laboratory of

Nature? Formed they must have been, in this part of the

world, in an era long posterior to that of the Coal; and in

Spain, where they belong to the cretaceous group, in an era

long posterior to that of the Oolite. They are more imme

diately underlaid in England by a sandstone constituting the

base of the Upper New Red, which is largely charged with

vegetable remains of a peculiar and well-marked character;

and the equally well-marked flora of the carboniferous period

lies entombed many hundred feet below. All the rock-salt in
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